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iCloud
How much do you remember after listening to the audio?

Complete the following

The two main speakers are __________ and __________.
Today, they are talking about the __________.
The cloud refers to the huge computers where companies store their users' __________, __________ and
__________.
3 companies are mentioned here, they are __________, __________ and __________.
Fnn doesn't trust (faire confiance) the cloud, he is __________.
Sometimes pictures that were being kept hidden are made available to the public, they are __________.
This dialogue discusses the issue of __________ on the Internet.
A word or sequence of numbers that only the user knows and which is required for them to gain access to
what is stored in their name is called a __________.
People who understand a lot about computers and use flaws – or little problems - in the software to gain
access to a computer file, or network, illegally are called __________.
In 2013, __________ billion people across the whole world had mobile phones.
Many cloud companies now offer an added layer of security called 'two-factor _______________'.
Personally, do you store everything on the cloud?

Place the stress on the following words (entourez ou soulignez la syllabe accentuée)
pictures

privacy

photograph

documents

protect

control

suspicious

network

secure

celebrities

research

authentication

available

concerned

code

incident

ultimately
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Vocabulary from the document
What's the English for ___? How do you say ___ in English?
sauvegarder

S

pirate

H

ciel

S

qui s'y connaît en

S

méfiant, soupçonneux

S

sensible, délicat

S

partager

S

prudent

C

fuite, divulger

L

en sécurité

S

caché

H

authentification

A

disponible

A

une série de

S

débattre de

D

milliard

B

intimité, vie privée

P

augmenter
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iCloud - TEACHER
How much do you remember after listening to the audio?

Complete the following

The two main speakers are Rob and Finn.
Today, they are talking about the cloud.
The cloud refers to the huge computers where companies store their users' pictures, videos and
documents.
3 companies are mentioned here, they are Apple, Facebook and Google.
Fnn doesn't trust the cloud, he is suspicious.
Sometimes pictures that were being kept hidden are made available to the public, they are leaked.
This dialogue discusses the issue of privacy on the Internet.
A word or sequence of numbers that only the user knows and which is required for them to gain access to
what is stored in their name is called a password.
People who understand a lot about computers and use flaws – or little problems - in the software to gain
access to a computer file, or network, illegally are called hackers.
In 2013, 1.4 billion people acroos the whole world had mobile phones.
Many cloud companies now offer an added layer of security called 'two-factor authentication'.
Personally, do you store everything on the cloud?

Place the stress on the following words (entourez ou soulignez la syllabe accentuée)
pictures

privacy /ˈprɪvəsi/, /ˈpraɪvəsi/

photograph /ˈfəʊtəgrɑːf/

documents

protect /prəˈtɛkt/

control /kənˈtrəʊl/

suspicious

network

secure /sɪˈkjʊər/

celebrities

research

authentication /ɔːˌθɛntɪˈkeɪʃən/

available

concerned /kənˈs3ːrnd/

incident

ultimately /ˈʌltɪmətli/
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code /ˈkəʊd/

